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T~E eyes of Gammarus chevreuxi with which we are dealing are of
two kinds, derived from the same stock, a Perfect Form with CoIour,-the "Normal" eye--and an Imperfect Form, with no colour, which we
call the "Albino " eye. (See Allen and Sexton, Join'n, Marine Biol.
Assoc., Vol. xI, No. 3, Dec., 1917, p. 274.)
I.

COLOUR

ASSOCIATED

WITH

T H E PERF'ECT ]~nORM.

In the wild state the eye is reniform in shape, with the margin
entire, and consists of a large number of ommatidia amm'ged in regular
rows, the number increasing with each moult from 10 to 12 in the
newly hatched to 70 or 80 in the ~tdult. (Plate XIV, Fig. 1.)
Each ommatidium is surrounded by five deeply pigmented retin,'tl
ceils. The retinal pigment in the wild animal is black, but a mu~tion
occurred in the second generation from ~lult animals brought into the
laboratol T. In this mutation the eye-eolour w ~ red. In addition to
this pigment,, there is tt superficial l~tyer of chalky-white pigment spread
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over the sm'face of the whole ommatenm, the lenses showing as circles
of colour enclosed in a white meshwork or reticulation.
The white pigment disappears within an hour o1" two of death, and
is soluble in all the usual preserving fluids.
'['he black retinal pigment on the other hand is practically permanent;
the red lasts for somc time in preservatives but eventually fades out.
Mated together, Black proved dominant to Red, giving F,~ in the
proportion 3 : 1, and three stocks were established--Pure Black, Hybrid
Black (i.e. B l ~ k carrying Red), and Pu:'e Red ~.
Co}our is :~Iways associated with the Perfect Form. In only one case
has an exception been noted. This was in the Pure Red stock where
1;wo succeeding broods of Reds each contained one specimen in which
the form of the eye was perfect, but the retinal cells were unpignnented.
One, a male, survived to mate, and was put with a degenerate-eyed
Albino female (see Imperfect Form). The result of this mating was
a brood of coloured offspring. Experiments (given in detail in Allen and
Sexton, 1917, pp. 287-325) showed the lack of colour to be due to some
obscure pathological cause, the animal functioning as a Normal Red-eye.
The same thing, but in a much less degree, has occmTed in several of
our stocks, animals both Black and Red were found with patches of'
uncotoured ommatidi~ in otherwise normal eyes. These were bred
together but in :dl cases the succeeding generations were normal-eyed,
p~:oving the condition to be not inheritable.
The stock, fi'om which the two white-eyed specimens described above
were derived, was kept under observation until it died out, November,
] 918, but beyond a few inshanees of dilute Red pigment,, nothing unusual
has been noted.
No second c ~ e of the Red-eye mutation has arisen independently
up to the present date.

Darlcening of _Redpigment with age. I t must be noted here that
tl~e retinal pigment in Red eyes is not always of the normal brightred tint. It, t,ends to darken with age; oee~ionally all the ommatidia
become so dark as to appear black, in other instances dark ommatidia
develop among the red, especially in the middle of the eye. In the ease
figured, that of the female I.E. (see Plate XIV, Fig. 2, and p. 356) which
had the record number of young, 780 in all, the dark p i g m e n t increased
with age, until the eye looked bla@. The figure was drawn not long
i I n t h i s p a p e r we use t h e t e r m " P u r e " in r e f e r e n c e to c o l o u r s i m p l y to d e n o t e
t h e ~bsenec of the A l b h m f~ctor. P u r e B l a c k , P m ' e Red, mettns B h t c k or B.ed M t h o u t
the Albino factor, " H y b r i d " B l a c k me~,us Bla~k c ~ r r y i n g R e d , b u t no h l b h m .
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before the female died. Her last broods had eyes of very dilute red,
pale pink in some, and pale yellow in others, but these, after moulting,
all became bright red.
Adult specimens are sometimes met with, the eyes of which have
very dark pigment in the centre and bright red round ; sometimes after
moulting the eyes are bright red, more rarely they remain unchanged.
Only three young have been recorded from the red stock with eyes at birth
so dark as to appear black. Two died soon after extrusion, but the
third came to maturity, a male, and its eyes were then red with dark
eentres. I t was mated with a female with similar eyes and had numerous offspring all with the normal bright red eolour.
II.

ABSENCE OF COLOUR ASSOCIATED WITH IMPERFECT FORM.

A second mutation appeared in the F2 generation from a cross
between Pure Black and Pure Red. Out of a brood of 12, 8 had normal
eyes, 7 Black and 1 Red, the remaining 4 were what we call the
"Albino" eyes (Plate XIV, Fig. 3).
The Imperfect Form differs fi'om the Perfect or Normal in shape,
which varies with the individual, and even in the same individual; in
the margi~, which is always in'egulgr and ragged in outline, and generally
deeply indented and broken up ; in the number of the ommatidia, which
are always few in number, never reaching to even half the number in the
normal ; in the size and shape of the lenses of the ommatidia, which are
always variable ; in the disposition of the white pigme~t, which is not
spread evenly between the ommatidia as in the normal, but appears as
masses or patches of white with the ommatidia scattered here and there
in no sort of regularity, frequently with some lying beyond the margin
of the ommateum, quite apart from the pigment.
The principal difference between the two tbrms lies in the Absence
of Retinal Colour, and this eharactel" is always found associated with
the Imperfect shape of the eye.
The Perfect Form with Colour is dominant to the Imperfect Form
without Colour (i.e. Albino) giving F2 in the proportion 3 : 1.
The Albino eyes all carry the factor for Colour, some the factor for
Pure Black, others the t~aetors for Black and Red, and others again for
Pure Red, but, unless mated with Colour, their constitution cannot be
ascertained. Mated together, they give Albinos.
Only once, in the whole course of the experiments, has an instance
ocemTed in which two degenerate Albino-eyed anilnals produced a normal
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Black-eyed young. This pair (the C. 17b referred to on p. 358) had 12
broods, numbering 249 young in all. The fiz'st 8 broods were as
follows :--15, 30, 22, 7, 22, 37, 30, and 12, all Albinos, and then came
a brood of 2 only. The two young were seen moving in the pouch the
day before extrusion. When extruded they proved to be one Black
pel~fect-eyed animal and one Albino. The Black one had a spot of
white pigment on the right side, on the edge of the brain, the Albino
one had eyes of nearly pels
form, but with the ommatidia few .in
number, and arranged around the margins. Both died before reaching
maturii~y. There was an interval of two months without any young
being hatched, and then broods of 25, ~2, and 5, all Albinos.
As with the Red-eyed mutation, no second case of Albino eyes arising
independently has been seen up to the present time.
III.

TEE NO-wHITE MUTATION.

The white pigment is subject to great variation. In the coloured
eyes it occasionally appears as a very heavy reticulation almost obscuring
the ommatidia, and accompanied by a loss of brilliancy in the coloured
pigment : or it may be so much reduced in quantity that the reticulation
only shows as a thread-like network between the ommatidia: or, as
happens in many cases, only streaks or flecks of white, are left. When
it is entirely lacking, the typical No-whites are produced.
These No-whites appear in both the Perfect and Imperfect Forms,
the Absence of the white piglnent acting as a simple recessive to its
Presence (Plate XIV, Fig. 4).
The Albino No-white we call the " Colourless" eye, ,as it lacks both
the coloured and the white pigment (Plate XIV, Fig. 5).
The No-white mutation seems by no means an uncommon one. It
has appeared in some of the families in all our stocks of Gam~na~s
chew'eu~i, and probably occurs in other Amphipod species. Owing to
the whit~e pigment disappearing in preservatives, it is not possible to
judge fi'om pickled specimens, but one case has been noted in the living
ones. Another species of brackish water Gammarus inhabits the ditches
with G. chew'eu'~, and one animal was found, in a dredging, with both
eyes No-white.

Origin of No-white Mutation. This mutation begins in at least two
different ways: (a) it may appear suddenly either with one eye or with
both eyes affected; or (b) it may develop gradually, e.g. parents with
" thin reticulation" giving some young with thin reticulation, and some
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No-white; or, as in O~ll instance referred to later) the young may be
hatched with tile white piglncnt apparently normal, and yet suffer
a gradual reduction of it until at maturity they arc either practically Ol"
.colnplctcly No-white.
Some of the experiments are mentioned below ill order to show these
distinctions.
(a) The ill'St record of the sudden appearance of a No-white was
in November, 1914, in the F., descendants of one of the crosses made
between the Pure Black ~lld the Pure lied strains, which had been kept
under laboratory conditions for two and a half yearn, since June, 1912.
In all, 5596 F,.. yOUllg were hatched during the period September,
1914 to September, 1915, and among these 3 typical No-w]litc, s
appeared, and 13 one-sided No-whites (i.e. one eye with normal white
reticulation and one No-white).
Some sinlilar experiments have been described ill a previous pal)el",
Allen and Sexton, 1917, pp. 326-330, and 336-341, which see also
for one-sided No-white matings with normal-eyed animals (p. 339).
(b) The following experiment illustrates the gradual development
of No-white.
Two aninlals were takeu from the Pure Black normal-eyed stock
brought in, February, 1915 (Pair V, see p. 329, Allen and Sexton, 1917,
Journ. M.B.A., xI.). The eyes of the male were normal, while those of
the female had less white pigment than usual. One of the F~ generation,
a male, had very thin reticulation in its eyes; it was mated with a
female of the sanlc brood, one brood of 13 w ~ hatched, and then it ate
her--before her eyes had been examined. Of this brood, extruded
November 15, 1915, 11 had thin reticulation, and the remaining two
were typical No-white. These were left to interbreed, and examined
~tt intervals. In Septenlber, 1917, 12 young were seen, 10 practically
normal-eyed, and the two which were sepaluted for this experiment and
kept under daily observation.
These were, a male with Vcl'y little white in the eyes, and a female
with the Right cyc No-white, and i'cgular but very thin reticulation in the
Left eye, and a tiny deep spot on the left side of the head (i.e. three eyes
with thin reticulation and one eye No-white).
The expel'ilnellt gave an unexpected result. 311 young ill all were
hatched, all except two with perfectly nOl'lual eyes, eight of them with
nlore white than usual and 170 " s p o t t e d " as well. (The two exceptions
each had one eye No-white.) But by the time they reached maturity
the white pigment had citllcl" vanished altogether Ol" bccollle i'educcd
Journ. of Gen. ix.
23
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in all the survivom to a thin thread-like reticulation. This reduction
of the white pigment took place gradually. All those examined when
half-grown were tbund with very thin reticulation, whilst at maturity
some eyes could not be distinguished fi'om typical No-whites, in others
only a fleck or two of white w:~s left; in others one eye had developed
into No-white, and one had thin reticulation ; in some agMn the "spots"
had disappeared. There was not one single instance in four generations
of an animal l~eaching maturity with the reticulation normal.
The details summarised are as follows : In the F~ generation ; 22 young, 10 of them spotted, 1 No-white in
Right eye: 11 survivors, all practically No-white.
In the ~ generation, spotted matings ; 88 young normal-eyed, 34 of
them spotted: 11 survivors, 2 one-sided No-whites, the others either
practically or completely No-white.
In the F~ generation, unspotted matings; 34 young normal-eyed,
7 of them spotted : 9 survivors, all became completely No-white.
In the F3 generation, spotted matings; 32 young normal-eyed,
18 spotted : 4 survivors, 1 completely No-white, the others practically so.
In the F4 generation, unspotted matings ; 56 young, 1 of them Nowhite in Left eye, 1 with very heavy white reticulation in Left eye, the
othem normM-eyed, 40 of them spotted: 7 survivors, No-white ~tnd
practically No-white.
The F~ and F:, generations were crossed, spotted matings; 47 young
of which 41 were spotted, and 4 with rather heavy reticulation : 4 survivors-No-white.
The F_+ generation fl'om these crosses, spotted matings; 38 young,
28 of them spotted, 2 with heavy reticulation.
IV.

SPoTs.

In the Albino-eyed stocks used in the experiments the white extraretinal pigment shows a tendency to break up, and portions of it become
detached from tile eye. These ibrm definite spots of chalk-white pigment,
and these spots do not contain ommatidia (Plate XIV, Fig. 6). What
appeal" to be exactly similar white spots have occurred fl'om time to
time in all the experimental stocks (red, black ~nd hybrid), but they
seem to run in particular familie~ They are especially fl'equent in the
Albino stock, and to a less extent in Red carrying Albino. The spots
vary gn'eatly in size aim shape, being most often small spherical masses,
at other times becomin.g white streaks of varied length and width, and
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less fl~quently large, white irregular patches, which in the Albino stock
may be even as large as the eyes in extreme cases. All these different
kinds we speak of generally as spots. They are found most frequently in
certain definite positions as shown in Diagram 1.

Diagram 1.

The most usual position is at a point on the head behind the eye in
the mid-lateral line (1 on diagram). The next position in order of
frequency is on the top of the herod, near the posterior margin, and in this
position the white pigment generally takes the form of a large irregular
patch (2 on diagram). Then there are three positions (3, 4 and 5 on
diagram) along the line of the posterior margin of" the brain, an upper (3)
and a lower one (5), and one in the mid-lateral line, at. the anterior end
of the s t o m ~ h (4). A sixth position which is of great interest is in the
mid-lateral line on the 1st peraeon-segment (6). Very occasionally
there is a dorsal spot on this same segment (7). The lmst position
calling fbr special mention is :No. 8, immediately below the eye itseli:
In addition to these positions spots are found occasionally at other points
on the head.
This detached white pigment seems also to occupy different situations
as regards depth. Speaking very generally streaks and small spots are
usually quite superficial, but the larger spots are somewhat deeply embedded in the tissue. The spots 1, 4 and 6 are usually deep; 3 and 5
a rule deep, 3 being more often so than 5 ; 2 and 7 are supel"ficial.
These constantly recurring positions of the white spots seem suggestive,
especially the positions of the dors~d patch and of the spots on the 1st
p_emeon-segment. One thinks at once, in connection with the dol~al
spot, of the nauplius eye of crustaceans, which is known to persist in
IVebcdir
The spot on the ]st peraeon-segment, as well as the two
23--2
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median-lateral spots on the head (1 and ~), suggest a segmental arrangement. Are we dealing with the loss of factors, which is leading to a
more primitive arrangement, giving traces of eyes on two head segments
and on the 1st peraeon ?
I t should be mentioned that the spots recorded were seen in the
young when they first emerged fi'om the brood pouch. As a rule the
spots remain through life, sometimes changing their shape after a moult
(as, e.g. a streak may become a spot, or a patch may break up into
several streaks), but very l"arely altering in position. Sometimes, but
not often, they disappear as the animals get, older and become mature.
In five instances recorded in our normal stock, four animals hatched
with lateral spots, and one, hatched with a dorsal patch, all lost them.
In other cases, chiefly among the Albino stock, spots develop with
age. There are several records of spots changing their position ~.
In about a dozen out of many thousands of wild Gammarus chew'el~xi
examined similar spots have been found.
The spots appeared almost simultaneously in our different stocks
about a year after the " N o - w h i t e " mutation arose.

1. The Appearauce of Spots i~ the Ptere Red Stock. This stock
consisted of the F,~ Reds fi'om the cl"osses between Pure Blacks and
Pure Reds, separated in January, 1914, and left to interbreed.
When examined on Aug. 26, 1915, all had eyes of the usual bright
red colour, except ibm" very large animals, three males and one female.
In these the eyes had a very curigus appearance, some of the ommatidia
being unpigmented; others red, of which some had apparently only
part of ~he retinal cells pigmented, giving the effect of bars or streaks
of colour across the cones; while several ommatidia were black or
yurplish-black (Plate XIV, Fig. 7).
This composition of the eye we now consider to be due to age
(el. ~ I.E., p. 3~8), but at the time it was not recognised as such and
experiments were carried out to see it' it proved inheritable.
The Pure Red stock was examined again on Dec. 6, 1915; 106
i 1. An Albino m~de, hatched with large spot, left side, position 1 ; at maturity the
spot was connected with the eye by a little neck of white pigment.
'2. An Albino male, hatched with streak, right side, position 1 ; two m o n t h s later, the
spot was connected with the eye, a m o n t h later still, the spot had completely coalesced with
the eye.
3. A l{ed female, hatched with spot, right side, position 3 ; at maturity the spot was
connected to the eye.
4. An Albino, hatched with m a n y spots ; the positions changed with each moult, the
only ~'ecord we have of such ~n occurrence.
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animals were ibund, amongst thegn one young one with a large patch of
the white pigment spread over the dm~um. This is the first record of
the appearance of spots. This specimen, a male, became matm'e in
January, 1916, and wa.~ mated with six different females, to see if tile
spots were inheritable, five Red ones fi'om its own stock, one a young
one with a similar domal patch, and one Hybrid-Black female.
All the matings gave spots in the F~ generation, the heavy white
reticulation appeared in the F~ and again in tile F~ generations together
with the No-white mutation. By May 25, 1916, the male's eyes had
become "composite" in appearance (cf. Fig. 7). It died Oct. 25, 1916.
In all, it had 339 offsplfing, 31 of them spotted, 3 dorsal and 1 both
dol~al and on the 1st peraeon-segment : in the F~ generation, 185 young,
2 with very heavy reticulation, 11 spotted, 2 domal : in the F~ generation,
35 young, 9 spotted, 1 with the heavy reticulation as well, 1 No-white
on both sides, and 1 No-white on one side.
The Pm'e Red stock was again examined on May 5, 1916. 257
animals were found, 252 with the nmznal bright red eyes, 6 of these
with dorsal spots, and 10 with lateral spots; r others with very dark
pigment in many of the ommatidia, and 1 with tile red so dilute as to
show as pale pink.
Since then many spotted h,~ve been found in this 1914 Red stock.
It has now, Nov., 1918, died out.

2. Appearance of Spots i~ the Albino Stock. Tile spots appeared
with the Albino mutation, one of the two original Albino females having
a long deep streak of white stretching out fi'om the right eye, which,
after a moult, became a large spot, as if the white pigment had all
collected at the point farthest fi'om tlle eye.
The other ihlnale (see Allen and Sext,on, 1917, Plate VII,Fig. 4) mated
with two males, one Pure Red, and one I~ybrid Black, and had 99 young,
of which four were spotted, two dorsally, and one on the 1st pcraeonsegment. (The Hybrid Black male, delayed from similar ancestry,
evidently can'ied the factor for spots as well, as, wh.cn mated with
a wild Pm'e Black female, it had five spotted young--small lateral
spots--out of 87 offspring.)
Tlle spots appeared in all tile F~ matings, tlle Albinos always giving
a much larger proportion than the Colomvd.
In the com~e of experiments designed to determine the laws of
inheritance of the colour of the eye, det~iled records were kept of all
the spots which occurred, ~nd ~hese records made it clear that the
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inlleritanee of spots (lid not fbllow the simple Mendelian law. The
spotted condition did not behave either as a pure dominant e r a pure
recessivE. Spotted anim~tls mated together always gave both spotted
and unspotted offspring. One point, however, came out clearly, namely,
~hat Albinos and coloured strains carrying Albino give a much larger
perccntage of spotted yomlg than do pure coloured strains.
ThEL'E is a possibility that the inheritance of spots follows some
more complicated Mendelian law, as will be seen fi'onl the figures for
a certain numbcr of selected cases given below. The Mendelian ratios
3: 1, 9:7, 1 5 : I fi-equently occur in some of the best e~ses we have,
where figures are large, but it is hm'd to find any consistent theory.
The reversal of the proportions given by experiments I.E. and I.E. 3o
is curious and may be signifie~mt.
3.

Selected Cases.

Matings of Gammarus ehew'euxi; all animals fi'om "spotted" stocla
B=Blaek, b---absence of Black, i.e, Red,
C = C o l o u r , c----absence of Colour, i,e, Albino,
Figures for spotted include all spots, patches or streaks of white pigmeut.
Red carrying

Albino

x Red carrying

NcitheL. spotted.

Albino,

Cobb x Cobb

Family I.E,

Expt.
Theory

...
...

Gives

U~s~t~ed

S~:ted

Unspotted

389

132

95

36
385

:

12
128

Spotted

Albino

:

9

Albino

68
:

7

96

Red carrying Albino x Red carrying Albino

75

Both spotted.

Cobb • Cobb

Family I.E. 30.

Expt.

The~

,,,

i.e . . . . . . .
Gives . . . . . .

Unspotted
Red
83

Spotted
Red
106

7

:

21

3
:

83

Unspotted
Albino
14

9

1

Slmtted
Albino
50
:

3

1
27
107

Red carrying Albino x Albi~w carrying Red.

:

4
16

:

12
d7

:Neither spotted.

Cobb x cobb

Family Cro~s 20. Expt.

Unspotted
Red
100

Spotted
Red

Unspotted
Albino

18

66

Spotted
Albino
38
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Albino x Albino (both m a y ca~'ry Red and Black or only one o f the~ O.

Both spotted.
Family C.

17 b.

Expt.

Un~lmtted
Albino
143

Theory . . . . . .
Gives . . . . . .

9

Spotted
Albino
97
:

135

7

105

AIbino x Albino (may carry both Reel a n d Black).

One unspotted,

one spotted.
Family A. 4 b. Expt.
Theory . . . . . .
Gives . . . . . .

143
9

135

:

98
7

105

4. Attempts to establish Pure Stocks.
In consequence of the results jus~ recorded attempts were made to
establish by breeding, pure strains (A) of normal unspotted animals
and (B) of spotted animals, and to this end two sets of experiments
were started. Success did not attend out" efforts, no pure strains being
obtained, but ~ the experiments show several points of interest the
details are summarised below.

A. Experiments to establish an Unspotted strain.
A Hybrid Black stock was selected (i.e. Black carrying Red) which
had never been crossed with Albino, and had given very few spots, and
out of this a number of unspotted pairs were taken.
When comparing the relative proportions of" spotted animals alre,~ly
given under the heading "selected cases" with those derived fl'om the
experiments now to be recorded, it must be remembered that the former
are fl'om animals belonging to a very spotted stock carrying Albino,
whilst the latter are from a stock which throws very few spotted and
carries no Albino.
The unspotted pairs. 16 pairs of normal-eyed unspotted animals
were mated. The detailed records of all the experiments are kept in
the laboratory at Plymouth for reference, and only the figures of the
largest families are given here.
(a) Pure Red male • Pure Bl~k female; 1 pair.
(b) Hybrid Black male • Hybrid B l ~ k female; 3 pairs.
One family gave 329 unspotted, and 19 spotted eoloured young ; a percentage
of 5"4 spotted.
Anoflmr family gave 346 unspotted and 22 spotted ; a percentage of 6.
The third tamily consisted of 57 unspotted.
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Hybrid Black male • Pure Red female; 5 pail's.
O n e f a m i l y ( E x p . IX) g a v e 228 u n s p o t t e d a n d 50 s p o t t e d ; a p e r c e n t a g e of 18.

(d)

Pure Red male • Hybrid Black female; 2 pail's.
O n e f a m i l y ( E x p . X) g a v e 439 u n s p o t t e d a n d 8 s p o t t e d ; a p e r c e n t a g e of 1"8.
T h e o t h e r g a v e 123 u n s p o t t e d a n d 16 s p o t t e d ; a p e r c e n t a g e of 11"5.

(e)

Pure Red male • Pure Red female; 5 pail's.

One family gave
148 u n s p o t t e d , a u d 7 s p o t t e d ; a p e r c e n t a g e of 4"5.
A n o t h e r ( E x p . V) g a v e
173
. . . .
9
. . . . . .
4"9.
Another gave
281
. . . .
13
. . . . . .
4"4.
A n o t h e r (Exp. I X b ) g a v e 76
,,
,, 6
,,
,,
,,
7'3.

In Experiment IX b the Red male (fi'om d) which had given the
lowest percentage of spotted, 1"8 ~ was mated the Red female (fi'om o)
which had given the highest, 18 ~
For the F,, generation, we mated the F~ young Reds to see (]) if the
homozygous for colour would give any different results fi'om the heterozygous, and (2) if a mating giving a high percentage of spotted in the
F~ generation would continue to give it in tSe F~.
The Experiment IX, which had given the highest percentage, 18 ~
was taken and nine matings of F~ unspotted Reds were made; results
as follows : ~
One family gave
Another family gave
Another
,,
Another
,,
Another
,,

306 u n s p o t t e d R e d a n d 28 s p o t t e d
287
,,
,,
5
. .
253
,,
,,
6
. .
150
. . . .
4
. .
164
. . . .
10
. .

; a
. .
.
.
.

p e r c e n t a g e of 8.3.
,,
1"7.
. . .
2"3.
. . .
2"6.
. . .
5"7.

The percentage of spotted offspring fi'om each of the nine pail,~ was
low, varying from 8"3 ~ to 0 or 1 ~
This result may be compared with the F~ matings of unspotted Reds
from the Experiment X ~, which had given the lowest percentage, 1"8 ~
The percentage varied from 4"8 O/o to 0 ~
The largest family gave
426 unspotted and 6 spotted, a percentage of 1"4.
It may also be compared with the F~ matings from Experiment V
(fi'om e) which gave a mean percentage 4"9.
One pair gave
137 u n s p o t t e d a n d 5 s p o t t e d ; a p e r c e n t a g e of 3"5.
A n o t h e r p a i r I1) g a v e 14{;
,,
5
. . . . . .
3"3.
9A n o t h e r p a i r (2) ,, 126
,,
23
,,
~,
,,
15"4.
i T h e l a r g e s t families f r o m the h e t e r o z y g o u s m a t i n g s
same experiment were:
Hybrid • Red
Hybrid x Hybrid

of t h e F I y o u n g

from this

O n e f a m i l y of 657 u n s p o t t e d a n d 11 s p o t t e d ; a p e r c e n t a g e of 1"6.
,,
,,
104
,,
,,
3
,,
,,
2"8.
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These last two pairs were then crossmated, the results obtained were :
fl'om the male of pair 1 mated with the female of pair 2 there were 81
unspotted offspring and 16, spotted, a percentage of 16"5. From the
other pair (male of (2) and female of (1)) there were 129 unspotted and
7 spotted young, a percentage of 5"1.
An experiment from the family of the (b) gq'oup, which gave no spots
in the F1 generation, is interesting. Two F1 young Reds were mated and
had 180 young before the first spot appeared. In all, there were 275
unspotted and 6 spotted, i.e 2"1~ but the other 5 spotted all came in
the last brood, the male dying before the eggs were hatched.
The Spotted Pairs. For comparison with these unspotted pairs
a number of spotted pairs having the same origin were mated. Only 6
spotted adult animals could be found in the stock ; their spots were all
small and lateral. The percentage of spotted offspring was, on the
whole, less than in the nmtings of the unspotted. One family gave 176
unspotted and 7 spotted, a percentage of 3"8, and another gave 88 all
unspotted.
It has been found impossible to get a 1)ure Unspotted Stock.
A mating of Unspotted x Unspotted gave 57 unspotted young in the
F~ generation, but the spots appeared in the next generation.
Another mating, Spotted x Spotted, is remarkable from the fact
that the spotted animals gave 88 all unspotted young. The spots,
however, reappeared in the F.. generation, the principal types of spots
being represented, dorsal, lateral, and on the 1st peraeon-segment.
The lowest percentage of Spotted in the F. generation was obtained
fi'om the 1"8 ~ Experiment X. The Unspotted young were mated
together, but the spots appeared again in the percentage of 1"6 spotted.
Taking all the offspring of the Unspotted F1 matings in this experiment,
1617 were hatched, of which 27 were spotted.
In the Experiment IX, which gave the highest percentage in the
$'1 generation, 18 ~ the Unspotted $'1 were mated together and 1863
young were produced, of which 71 were spotted, i.e a percentage of only
3"8 spotted.
An attempt was made to mate the Spotted F2 young fl'om the
different experiments, to find what proportion of spotted would be given.
Unfortunately many died, and only two or three large families could be
obtained, not enough to base conclusions on.
It would seem, however, that animals with large dorsal spots give
the largest number of spotted young. One pair, both spotted dol~ally,
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from Experiment IX, had 332 unspotted young and 41 spotted (i.e. 11 O/o
spotted). Two of their young F3, also both spotted dorsally, had one
brood of 12, 8 of which were spotted.
Iu another Experimeut, ~m F,, male mated with two females, all
dorsally spotted, had with the first female 170 unspotted and 17 spotted,
i.e. 9 ~ and with the other 41 unspotted and 11 spotted.

Summary. In the Coloured Spotted strain expel"imented on, when
unspotted animals were mated together, families were obtained in which
the percentage of spotted young varies fl'om 0 ~ up.to 18 ~
When
spotted animals were mated a similar result was obtained and the perceutage of spotted was not increased.
I f the percentages of spotted for the different families in these mid
other experiments of a similar kind are an'anged in order (taking only
those families composed of 50 or more individuals) they form a faMy
coutiuuous series fl'om 0 to 18 ~ of spotted.
The eye-colour of the parents, i.e. whether the eyes are Black or Red
t)r Hybrid Black (black can3~ing red) makes no difference in the percentage of spotted ofI~pring.
B.

Experiments to establish a P~ere Spotted Straiq~.

The Albinos always give a much larger proportion of spotted than
the Coloured Stocks ~, so it was decided to try to establish a Pm'e
Spotted Strain amongst tlmm. For this purpose a family (C. 17b)" was
taken, which had given a very high percentage of spotted through several
generations (cf. p. 358).
As the Albinos can'y either Pure Black or Pure Red or both Black
and Red which do not show unless mated with Colourcd, and as we did
I W h e n Albhms are mated with Coloured carrying Albino, the Albino offspring always
give a much higher percentage of spottod than do tho Coloured offspring, as the following
instancos show :
1. Albino x Colour carrying Albino, neither spotted: F1 young, 44 unspotted and
2 spotted Coloured ; 28 unspotted and 9 spotted Albhm : pcrcentago of spottod Colourcd
4"3~ of spotted Albino 24"3 ~
2. Albino x Colour carrying Albino, neither spotted: F l young, 76 unspotted a n d
1 spotted Coloured ; 56 unspotted and 13 spottcd Albino : porcentagc of spotted Golourcd
1 "3 ~ of spotted Albino 18"8~ .
3. Albino x Colour carrying Albino, one spotted : Fl young, 85 unspotted and 14 spotted
Colourcd; 41 unspotted and 29 spotted Albino: percentage of spotted Coloured 14"1~
of spotted Albino 4 1 " 4 % .
'-' T h i s family was descended from t~ pair of spotted Albinos, the male being VI. C. 2 r
a n d the female I. G. 1 c, shown on Plates I and II, Allen a n d Sexton, 1917.
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not know if being homozygous or heterozygous for colour would cause
a difference in the results, we had flint of all to test the animals with
Pure Red mates befbre mating Albino with Albino.
The experiments therefore fall into two divisions : - 1.

Albinos mated with Reds; and

2.

Tested Albinos mated with tested Albinos.

1. Albinos mated with Reds.
The Albinos were taken fl'om different broods of the C. 17 b family ;
the Reds were drawn from one stock as far as possible, a mixed stock
(Pure Black x Pure R e d ) w i t h no admixture of Albino and with very
few spots, the ~ l n e stock as that fi'om which the animals for the Unspotted strain experiments were taken.
A great many were tested, but only the details of the larger fkmilies
are given. The Red mates were all unspotted.
The following are the results of matings between the Unspotted
Albinos and Pure Reds : - 1.

Male

2.

Female

carrying Red
,,

3.

Female

. . . . . .

5.

Female

,,

Black

9.

Male

10.

67 u n s p o t t e d o f f s p r i n g 10

B l a c k a n d R e d 98

spotted

. . . .

5

,,

33

. . . .

10

,,

27

. . . .

8

,,

,,

B l a c k a n d R e d 24

. . . .

3

,,

Female

,,

Red

32

. . . .

6

,,

11.

Male

. . . .

31

. . . .

2

,,

12.

Male

.

51

.

.

.

.

2

,,

13.

Male

. . . .

56

.

.

.

.

8

,,

14.

Male

. . . .

66

. . . .

3

,,

64.

Female

,,

B l a c k a n d R e d 50

. . . .

11

,,

65.

Female

. . . . . .

. . . .

5

,,

.

.

.

54

The Albinos, numbered from 1 to 14, are all fl'om one brood.
The following are the results of matings between the Spotted
Albinos and Pure Reds : - carrying

Male

77.

Female

,,

78.
80.

Female
Male

.

82.

Male

. . . .

69

. . . .

5

,,

96.

Male

. . . .

105

. . . .

6

,,

97.

Female

,,

29

. . . .

11

,,

,,

.

BIack

63 u n s p o t t e d y o u n g a n d 1

spotted

20.

B l a c k a n d R e d 51

. . . .

2

. . .
Black

. . . .

1

,,

.

3

,,

.

Black and Red

10
39

.

.

.

,,
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2. Tested Albinos mated with tested Albinos.
Unfortunately a large number of the tested Albinos died befbrc
they could be used in this section. The results of the survivors arc
as follows :--The unspotted pairs-Expt. IIIb. o~ 9 • ~ 3, both carrying B l ~ k and Red ; 155 unspotted
young and 118 spotted ; 43"2 ~ spotted, o1" 9 : 7 ratio.
Expt. Xb. o~1 and ~ 10, both carrying Red; 7 unspotted and 11
spotted.
Expt. Xc. The same male, which h~l now developed spots, and ~ 6L~;
28 unspotted and 57 spotted; 67 O/o spotted.
Expt. XIb. o~11 and ~ 65, one calTying Red and one Black and Red;
7 unspotted and 5 spotted.
Expt. XIIb. o~ 12 and ~ 78, both carrying Black and Red; 13 unspotted and 17 spo~tcd.
Two pairs of unspotted F~ young from Expt. Xc were mated; one
pair gave 26 unspotted and 68 spotted; the other pair 12 unspotted
and 20 spotted.
65 fi'om XIb was also put with o~ 82, a spotted Albino carrying
Bl~k, and gave 21 unspotted and 15 spotted.

The spotted pairs. Of the spotted F~ young of Expt. IIIb one male
was mated with three females; from the first there were 41 unspotted
and 53 spotted young; fi'om the second 17 unspotted and 42 spotted;
and fi'om the third 8 unspotted and 51 spotted.
Expt.ll6b. (From Family I.E., see pp.348 and 354.) Male and female
both canting Red; 17 unspotted, 30 spotted
Expt. 93d. (From I.E.) Male and female both carrying Red ; 16 unspotted, 17 spotted.
Two other experiments may be quoted: a male carrying Red was
mated with two females from different broods of Family C. 17b (these
were not tested for colour) ; one gave 31 unspotted young and 30 spotted;
the other 33 unspotted and 32 spotted.
Summary. When Albinos were mated with Pure Reds ti'om a strain
which only very occasionally threw spotted animals, the percentage of
spotted in a family varied from 1 or 2 ~ to 18 O/o, a result which does
not differ from that obtained when coloured animals fi'om a spo~ted
strain wele mated together (cf. p. 357).
The pementage of spotted did not seem to be influenced by the
colour factor c~m'ied by the Albino p~rent, and there is no obvious
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difference in the percentage of spotted young in families whose Albino
parent was spotted and in those in which the Albino parent was unspotted.
When Albino was mated with Albino the percentage of spotted
young in the families was very much higher, fi'om 43 ~ to 86"4 ~
There seems no significant difference in the percentage between tkmilies
of spotted and unspotted parents.
A pure spotted strain was never obtained.
V. SPOTS WITII TIlE NO-WII1TE MUTATION.

As already explahmd the No-whites appeal" to be of two different
kinds, (a) those wlSch we call Pure No-whites, wlSch arise suddenly
and independently in the different stocks, and (b) those which possess at
least ~he normal quantity of white pigment at the time of hatching, but
gradually lose it with growth,,until they eventually become completely
No-white.
(a) Pure No-whites. Many of the animals with pure No-white
eyes, arising suddenly from normal parents, are found to carry spots of
white pigment on the head and 1st segment similar to those described
in the former section.
Two large families in which this occurred may be quoted here, one
fi'om a pair o f Black without any admixture of Albino, and the other
from a Red pail' c a n t i n g Albino. (Family I.E.)
In the first instance, 1022 young were produced in three generations,
of which 70 had either both eyes or one eye No-white ; of the 47 Pure
No-white, 32 were unspotted and 15 spotted, that is about a third
spotted ; of the 23 one-sided No-whites, 11 were unsp~)tted and 12 spotted,
that is a half spotted.
In the other instance the proportions of spotted to unspotted were
quite different. 780 young were produced in one generation, 6 Pure Nowhi.tes and 21 one-sided amongst them. Of the 6 Pure No-whites
2 were unspotted and 4 spotted; whilst of the one-sided 2 were unspotted and 19 spotted.
Taking atl the records fi'om all sources together and summing them
up shortly there were 32 spotted Pure No-whites ; of these ~ had large
spots or patches on the right side only, 10 on the left side only, 3 on
both sides, 2 dorsal, 8 on the 1st peraeon-segment, a~ both lateral and on
peraeon-segment, and ] lateral, dol~al and on peraeon-segment.

Whenever two ,u~spotted No-whites of this kind have been mated
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together all the oO:~pringhave been i~variably unqmtted No-whites. This
applies to all such matings which amount to many hundreds--to Coloured
No-whites, both those pure for Colour and those carrying Albino, and
to Albino No-whites whether mated together or with Coloured No-whites.
We have never succeeded in rearing two spotted No-whites to
maturity at the same time, so that it has not been possible to mate
them.
We also obtained a nmnber of animals in which one eye only was
No-white, which also carried spots, generally on the same side as the
No-white eye. The spots were very large, usually very deep in the
tissue, and nearly always in the same definite positions (4,, 6 and 2 on
on the diagram, p. 353) ~.
Altogether 59 spotted one-sided No-whites appeared in the different
strains; of these 15 had lateral spots, i.e. position 4 on the same side
as the No-white eye; 8 on the same side lateral and dorsal; 4 on the
1st peraeon-segment on the same side; 3 on the same side, lateral and
peraeon-segment; 6 on the same side, lateral, dot'sal and peraeon-segment ;
2 on peraeon-seglnent same side and dol'sal; 7 on both sides, lateral;
1 dorsal; 6 on the opposite side lateral; 4 on the peraedn-segment
same side and opposite side lateral ; 2 on the peraeon-segment opposite
side; and 1 on opposite side lateral and do~-sal. When the two eyes
are diftbrent therefbre in respect of" No-white, spots tend to be more
fi'equent on the No-white side ; a point of interest when it is remembered
that unspotted pure No-whites h~ve never been known to give spotted
offspring.
Matings in which one pm'ent is an Albino spotted dol~sally and the
other a No-white are of special interest on account of the high percentages
of spotted offspring.
An instance may be given of one Coloured No-white male mated
with three Albino females, descendants of C. 17 b, all with large do~-aal
spots, the third having a spot also, left side, position 5.
.With female 1, which carried Black and Red, the offspring prodnecd
were 29 normal-eyed unspotted, 23 normal spotted and 1 spotted Nowhite ; a percentage of 45"3 spotted.
With female 2, which carried Black, there were 75 normal unspotted
and 31 spotted (1 No-white); a percentage of 2S'9 spotted.
With female 3, which carried Black, there were 39. normal unspotted
and 10 spotted ; a pementage of 23"8 spotted.
"

i I n t h e n e x t p a r a g r a p h s p o t s in p o s i t i o n 4 a r e d e s c r i b e d as " l a t e r a l , " in p o s i t i o n 6 a s
in p o s i t i o n 2 as " d o r s a l . "

peraeon-segment," a n d
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Matings in which one parent i s a normal-eyed Coloured spotted
dorsally and the other a Coloured No-white give a much lower poreentage
of spotted. For instance the eoloured No-white male just quoted was
mated with an 1~ normal-eyed Red fi'om the filet female's offspring.
The number of young was 4,6 normal-eyed (39 unspotted and 7 spotted)
and 47 No-whites, i.e. a percent'~ge of 15 spotted amongst the normals.
Another mating of the same kind gave 77 unspotted Black and
10 spotted, 77 unspotted Red and 1 spotted; a percentage of 6"7
spotted.

(b). Animals which become No-white as they grow older. The
matings of these animals are remarkable ibr the fact that considerably
more than half the young hatched are spotted (140 unspotted to 180
spotted and 1 one-sided No-white), with the spots usually large and
several of them with more than the normal quantity of white pigment
in the eyes. I f two such animals are mated together when young,
i.e. when some white pigment is present in the eyes, all the offspring
are normal. We have not yet had ready to mate at the same time
a male and a female in which all the white pigmen~ had disappeared
owing to age, so that we can make no statement from actual observation
as to whether or not the offspring of such a pair would have white
pigment.
The details of all the experiments are preserved ,~t Plymouth. Our
best thanks are due to Miss A. R. Clark for valuable help in the care of
the broods and in the examination of the young for eye-eolour and the
presence of spotting.
EXPLANATION

OF

G~mmar~ts chevre~xi.

PLATE

XlV.

A l l figures • 58.

Fig. 1. Normal Black Eye (B) 9 . Age 4~ months. Figured a few hours before
moulting.
Fig. 2. Red eye darkened with age. ~ I. E. (see p. 348). The drawing was made 18
months after the animal was hatched and after she had extruded her 24th brood. Up
to about a month of that time the eyes had been bright red. She laid four batches of
eggs after the drawing was made and was then eaten by a second nmte.
Fig. 3. Normal Albino :Eye ( A + B ~ R ) ? . Age 589 months.
Fig. 4. Red, No-white :Eye (RN +A). Young 5'.
Fig. 5. Colourless (Albino, No-whi'te) :Eye. (AN +R) ~.. Age 989 months.
Fig. 6. Head ~)f Red-eyed male from Pure Red Stock. (R) showing (a) dorsal patch,
(b) small lateral spot position 1, and (c) anterior end of the stomach.
Fig. 7. " Composite" coloured eye, referred to on p. 354. The eye was figu,'ed about
4 monShs before the animal, which w~),s very old, died.
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